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A Brief History of the
Singapore Bookstore
Industry
The Pioneer Era (1881 - 1920)
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The appearance of Kelly & Walsh
in 1881 marked the beginning of
Singapore’s bookstore industry.
With the aim of turning Singapore
into a publishing stronghold in
the Far East, Kelly & Walsh was
the first of many bookstores
that had either arrived from
overseas or was set up by
foreigners. The first local to set
up a bookstore was Peranakan
Koh Hoon Teck, who founded Koh
& Company in 1905. Shanghai’s
The Commercial Press set up
a local branch in 1915, which
heralded the first chapter in the
local Chinese bookstore industry.

Kelly & Walsh
Introducing the East to the West
Kelly & Walsh was set up to cater to the
West which was eager to know more
about China and its cultural heritage.
Back in the days of the dominance
of Western cultures and knowledge,
Kelly & Walsh was the harbinger in the
publishing industry that introduced
the East to the West. Although
Kelly & Walsh was headquartered in
Hong Kong, Shanghai was its actual
publishing hub and Singapore was its
base in Nanyang. Situated at Raffles
Place, Kelly & Walsh was the first
Singapore bookstore that published
books related to the Southeast
Asian cultures and postcards,
turning Singapore into a publishing
stronghold in Southeast Asia.
>Page 82

1890

1881
MPH
The Grande Dame of Bookstores
Founded in 1890 by a young British Royal Engineers
officer, Captain William Girdlestone Shellabear, MPH
is Singapore’s oldest existing bookstore. It played an
important role in the Christian Methodist missionary
and Scout movement in Singapore and Malaya. From
translating Malay classics to publishing Malayan
literary works and textbooks, MPH was a commercial
success in its more than 120 years of history. Though
the bookstore had changed owners and names
multiple times, it is still standing strong and walking
alongside its readers into the next century.
>Page 88
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G.H. Kiat and Company Ltd
The Legendary Bookseller

The Commercial Press
The First Chapter of Chinese Bookstores
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1905
1915
Koh & Company
Bookstore with a Peranakan Flavour
Koh & Company was established by Koh
Hoon Teck, a Peranakan bookseller, publisher
and a poet. Located inside Raffles Hotel, this
bookstore once sold postcards and stamps,
and had published many Baba Malay titles and
the monthly Postcard Exchange Register, the
only philatelic journal of its kind in the Straits.
Sadly, the bookstore that was full of Peranakan
flavours ceased operations in the 1920s, and
only the postcards that it had printed bore
testament to its glorious past.
>Page 152
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Established in 1897, The Commercial Press is China’s first
modern press. To meet the demand for the new editions
of textbooks, the Singapore branch was opened in 1915
to herald the first chapter in the Chinese bookstore
industry on the island state. Before the Second World
War, The Commercial Press and Chung Hwa Book
Company dominated the local textbook market with their
Chinese textbooks and evolved to producing textbooks
for the local students. The Commercial Press’ physical
bookstores are gone now – with only book distribution
and online retail remaining – leaving many of its customers
with a tinge of sadness.

Who would have thought that a small bookstore
would transform into one of the major four English
bookstores in the early local bookstore industry? The
person responsible for this miracle was Goh Hood
Kiat, a teacher by training. Also a prominent Straits
Chinese businessman, Goh was active in many social
and voluntary organisations, won the first Municipal
elections in 1949, and was conferred the Officer of
the Order of the British Empire by the Governor of
Singapore then, Sir John Nicoll. This bookstore did not
only sell, publish and print books, it also sold Harley
Davidson motorcycles! It ceased operations in 1963
when the founder retired due to his advanced age.
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The Era of Localism (1921 - 1950)
The local bookstore industry developed vibrantly from the 1920s, leading to the emergence of
the five major Chinese bookstores and the four major English bookstores. Singapore became the
publishing stronghold of the region, in a market that covered the entire Southeast Asia. Relatively
unknown was the fact that the Malay bookstore industry had also taken root during this period.
Kedai Haji Hashim, which is still in business, was founded earlier than many Chinese bookstores.
Some other bookstores that were also set up in the same period along the shores of the Singapore
River like Sintit, the New Book Company, May May Company, Black Cat Book Company, became
the pre-war champions of culture.

May May Company
Of Feminism and War in the Era of Magazines

Kedai Haji Hashim
Pioneering Malay-Language Bookstore
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In 1922, during an age of low literacy within the Malay community, Haji Hashim
founded a bookstore in his name in Kampong Glam, an area known for its
strong ties with the Malay community and connections to Malay culture. Born
to an Indonesian family of writers and publishers, Haji Hashim’s bookstore
was an enterprise of culture and knowledge that continued his family’s legacy
of literary endeavour. With a history of almost 100 years, the bookstore has
survived both financial difficulties and the fires of war. Currently occupying a
humble store in Joo Chiat Complex, Kedai Haji Hashim continues a story of
dedication and determination in local literary culture.
>Page 134

1923

1922

Established in 1928, May May Company marketed
itself as “Nanyang’s unique cultural magazine store”.
It was not only a pioneer in bringing culture to the
masses through its publications, it also championed
the rise of the feminist consciousness. Besides
advocating the employment of females, May May
Company was one of the smaller bookstores that
had worked with the five major Chinese bookstores
to declare a uniform book price, highlighting its
influence among its peers. After a decade in
business, May May Company changed its business
strategy to include the retail of children’s wear and
cosmetics and became known as a centre for
children’s clothing and accessories.
>Page 166

1928
Chung Hwa Book Company
A Stormy Nanyang Trail
Chung Hwa Book Company was founded in 1912, an
extraordinary time when the feudal imperial China was moving
towards becoming a republic. The name of the bookstore was
chosen to reflect not only the society’s desire for a new culture
and new publications, but also one of the founders’ ideal of
liberating the country through educating the masses. From the
establishment of its Singapore branch in 1923 until it ceased
business in 1997, this pioneer of the bookstore industry played
an important role in injecting new thinking into the society,
bringing along far-reaching influence to the early bookstore
industry in Nanyang
>Page42
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Tao Tao Book Company
Rising into the Golden Era of Movies

Sin Chew Book Store
Tracing the Presence of Yu Da Fu

>Page 252
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1934
1936
World Book Company
Brilliant Books Illuminating the Masses
World Book Company inherited the strong foundation
laid by Cheng Hing Company and set forth to
accomplish the glorious achievements of today’s
Popular Holdings Limited. Its brilliant 82-year history is
a condensed representation of the story of the Chinese
bookstore industry in Singapore and Malaya. However,
the bookstore’s founder, Chou Sing Chu, had always set
his sights on promoting Chinese culture and reading,
and set up the “Popular Library” in 1940 to provide the
public with the opportunity to enrich their knowledge
in a period where social resources were lacking. Many
owners of local bookstores were former employees of
World Book Company, making the latter a treasure trove
of talents in the bookstore industry.
>Page 62
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One particular afternoon in 1939, Yu Da Fu, eminent
writer and editor of the literary supplement in Sin Chew
Jit Poh, stepped into Sin Chew Book Store, which was
established by You Xing Nan, You Zi Yao and Lan Ting
Ying. Having insufficient money on him, Yu incurred a
temporary book debt at the bookstore, an episode that
led to an affinity with the bookstore and the formation
of a strong friendship between him and You. A familiar
face at bookstore from then, Yu encouraged many
youths to patronise the store, and even calligraphed the
bookstore’s signboard. The news of Yu’s involvement
spread quickly and stirred up much interest, causing
the bookstore’s business to flourish and the signboard
itself even became a tourist attraction.

The golden age of the movie industry after
the Second World War had an impact on the
development of the bookstore industry in
Singapore. Tao Tao Book Company made a
move from a bookstore into entertainment
publishing industry by selling entertainment
magazines and even started publishing its
own movie magazine, Movie World. The
entertainment magazines were mostly produced
by large movie production companies, and Tao
Tao Book Company and World Book Company,
one of the five major Chinese bookstores, were
the only “representatives” from the bookstore
industry. The way that Tao Tao Book Company
managed to hold its own against the affluent
production companies and major bookstores
remains a fascinating tale today
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The Golden Era (1951 - 1970)
The period between the 1950s and the 1970s was the golden era of Nanyang’s publishing industry.
Not only did the major bookstores continue to thrive brilliantly, together with the opening of Nanyang
University in 1955, many bookstores and publishing businesses began to spring up like mushrooms
after the Second World War. The competition in the local textbook market was especially fierce,
leading to significant changes in various aspects of the production process like content, illustrations,
format and paper quality. With a growing sense of Malayan identity, Nanyang’s publishing industry
was a scene of prosperity.

The Youth Book Company
A Literary Venture Resisting the Tide of Time

Sunday Book Store
Business as Usual
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Established by the founding principal of Puay Kee Public
School, Lim Cheng Song, Sunday Book Store was not just a
book distributor and bookseller, it was also actively involved in
education matters. Intriguingly, there were several news articles
reporting the bookstore’s lawsuit with its landlord and its labour
dispute with its staff. After four years in business, Lim quit the
bookstore amid a dispute among the bookstore’s shareholders.
Sunday Book Store published an “open for business as usual”
notice after that but its founder had immersed himself in the
education sector to continue building the cultural foundation for
the society through a different channel.
>Page 178

“The aspiring youth reads/The youthful talent creates new
possibilities.” – These impassioned words on the couplet
that flank the display window of The Youth Book Company,
aptly captured the life of the founder, Chen Mong Chea. Born
to a family of scholars, Chen left Shanghai Book Company
– the bookstore founded by his father, Chen Yoh Shoo – to
set up his own bookstore due to differing views on bookstore
management. The significant contribution to the cultural
development in Singapore and Malaya that Chen and his
bookstore had made is best represented by their systematically
publication of a variety of large-volume series. Chen’s passing
in 2016, no doubt, left many to lament the end of an era.
>Page 192

1954

1951

1955
Nan Tah Book Store
The Paradise for Banned Books
The founding of Nanyang University in the 1950s inspired the
establishment of many Chinese bookstores, including one that
literally took the university as its name, Nan Tah Book Store.
Under its founder, Zhang Lang Hui, this bookstore was one of
the pioneers in the local bookstore industry and led the way
in satisfying the demand for literature by publishing works of
local writers and importing highly regarded literary works from
Mainland China. Due to the sensitive geopolitical situation,
Nan Tah Book Store resorted to switching out banned books
to continue providing local readers with banned publications.
Among its loyal customers were Singapore’s third president
Devan Nair and trade union leader Lim Chin Siong.
>Page 188
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Maha Yu Yi
Walking Tall with Integrity and Perseverance

The Meadow in Beauty World’s Carpark

Working his way up from an apprentice in Shanghai
Book Company and having been put through
the mill, Sung Teo Chu founded Maha Yu Yi. The
bookstore did not sell books in the beginning. In
fact, it started with the retail of stationery, which
included a variety of Chinese cultural products, and
postage stamps and calendars. Being familiar with
the schools and publishing industry, Sung was in
charge of the sales of textbooks to many schools
for a period of 10 years. He actively expanded the
business, organising exclusive exhibitions and
book fairs in Singapore and Malaysia. Running the
business on integrity, Maha Yu Yi’s commitment to its
affinity with books inspires a brighter journey ahead.

Grassland Book Store was established by two brothers,
Chew Ching Suaa and Chew Eng Kong, in the carpark
lots of Beauty World Town in the 1960s. In a space
that was about 12 feet high, three walls were erected
and the bookstore was in business. The small but
complete bookstore later transformed into one of the
major bookstores in the suburbs. Offering stamp making
services using “traditional latex”, and printing services
using the latest printing technologies, Chew Ching Suaa
even made the leap into the tourism and transportation
industries with the founding of Grassland Express,
continuing his family’s vibrancy in farming in the once
bustling Beauty World.
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1963
1966
Everyman Book Centre
Continuing Nanyang’s Affinity with Literature
Three ex-employees of Nanyang Book Company, Chia Poh
Hean, Lim Choe Teck and Cai Yuen Chun, established Everyman
Book Centre after the former ceased operations in 1963. Even
before its official opening, Everyman Book Centre had already
started its publishing operations earlier and when Nanyang
Book Company closed, one of the latter’s founders, Tan Yeok
Seong, progressively handed over his stock and resources over
to Everyman Book Centre. With most of its customers being
the Selegie House’s residents and students in the neighbouring
schools, it would be fair to say that Everyman Book Centre
inspired the interest to read in children in the vicinity. To its
customers, the clotheslines of book display are probably the
most memorable.
>Page 144
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Grassland Book Store
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The Modern Era (1971 - 2016)
After Shizuoka Yajimaya set up its Plaza Singapura bookstore in 1976, other large international
bookstores had also staked their presence on the island state, resulting in the transformation and
modernisation of the local bookstore industry. Books Kinokuniya is the best example of these
bookstores from overseas while Page One is the icon of local bookstores. The appearance of several
smaller bookstores with distinctive characters during this period – including Literati Bookstore,
Grassroots Book Room, and the Southeast Asian-publications specialist Select Books – changed
the landscape of the local bookstore industry. Independent bookstore BooksActually, which came
onto the scene later on, continues to surprise the reading community and showcase the potential
of the island state’s cultures both locally and overseas.

Grassroots Book Room
Roots of Culture in the Concrete
Forest
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Founded by writer Yeng Pway Ngon,
Grassroots Book Room is a well-known
literary bookstore. It published a collection
of literary works in the 1970s, including
those of local writers such as Kuo Pao
Kun. Reopening with a renewed focus to
be “The Book Room for the Book Lovers”,
Grassroots Book Room aimed to replicate
Hong Kong’s “bookstore-on-the-secondfloor” culture by offering engaging and
stimulating literary and philosophical works.
The reins of the bookstore have now been
handed over to the trio of Lim Jen Erh and
his partners, and it has been transformed
into an independent bookstore with a café,
a continuation of the mission to promote
culture on the island state
>Page 198

1976
1975

Page One
An Elegant Bookstore’s Lofty Aspiration
The name “Page One” literally means the first
page, the beginning, of the bookstore’s story.
Page One is the dream of its founder, Mark Tan,
to establish a hub for Asian cultural exchange.
From selling English art and design books, Tan
brought his uniquely designed bookstore out
of Singapore to the rest of the world. Tan also
set up a publishing unit to publish works about
Asian art, a clear indication of his ambition to
bring the East’s cultures to the West and forge
a global brand that all Chinese will recognise
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1983
Select Books
Putting the World’s Focus on Southeast Asia
Focusing on the retail, publication and distribution of books
from Southeast Asia, Select Books was founded in 1976
by Lena Lim. Although the scale of the bookstore was not
large, it carved a name for itself in the region and abroad,
and is a must-visit site for readers looking for books
from Southeast Asia. Select Books has made significant
contributions to literary culture, resisting the dominant flow
of knowledge from the West to the East, creating a cultural
space within a bookstore, giving a voice to the unheard, and
proudly declaring to the world that the works of Southeast
Asian can shine brightly on the international stage.
>Page 332
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BooksActually
Believing in Singaporean Literature

An Archetype of Book Industry’s
Powerhouse in the Lion City

“Actually, we sell books.” This response from Kenny Leck,
one of the founders of local bookstore BooksActually
in a moment of frustration stuck. The bookstore is the
platform from which its founders actively participate in
and promote local literature. A publishing arm, Math
Paper Press, was also set up to publish the works of local
writers. BooksActually was even selected as the official
bookstore of the Singapore Writers Festival. In June
2016, the bookstore displayed its avant-garde spirit to
introduce Singapore’s very first book vending machine to
create further public awareness of Singaporean literature.

Books Kinokuniya, or “Kino” as it is affectionately known
as, has become one of the most important names in the
book industry in Singapore. Founded by the son of a
charcoal dealer in 1927, this bookstore has become a
highly successful bookstore giant. Books Kinokuniya was
founded by Moichi Tanabe, who led with perseverance
and business acumen, and combined his bookstore with
the theatre and art gallery. Making its foray into Singapore
after its 50 years of business in Japan, Books Kinokuniya
was a big hit with local readers. Its flagship bookstore
at Ngee Ann City is a model for the bookstore industry.
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1997
2005
Borders
The University Lifestyle Oasis of the Bookstore Industry
The arrival of Borders in Singapore in 1997 created the trend
of having music and the aroma of coffee in a bookstore.
Besides the large-format approach, Borders was known for its
impeccable customer service, and its non-book offerings like
the audio and visual retail section. Its setting up of a café within
was a pioneering move that forever changed the local bookstore
industry. Although Borders is no longer around, its bookstores
have left behind many fond memories for the booklovers in the
14 years that it had been in Singapore.
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Books Kinokuniya

